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Background
Lesion size and morphology provide important information for breast cancer diagnosis, 1,2 disease staging, 3 and treatment. 4 These features help to distinguish between normal radiographically dense breast tissue and benign and malignant lesions, both visually 1,2 and for computer-based methods, 5 such as computeraided detection (CADe), which is designed to detect and draw attention to suspicious image regions.
Accurate assessment of tumor size is also crucial in breast cancer management and helps to stage the disease accurately. Extent of disease has long been acknowledged as an important predictor of patient outcome. In general, the larger the size of the tumor, the higher the likelihood of nodal involvement and, consequently, the worse the prognosis. 6, 7 In staging systems for carcinoma of the breast, such as the tumor-node-metastases system, size of the primary tumor is one of the staging criteria. 3 Accurate knowledge of tumor size can help to individualize treatment of women with early breast cancer 8 and facilitate surgical management, local radiotherapy, or monitoring of neoadjuvant chemotherapy. 4 It has been shown that wide local excision, where the tumor and a small margin of normal breast tissue are resected, is not disadvantageous for later survival compared to mastectomy. 9, 10 However, inadequate resection margins can make repeat surgery necessary, and this affects 20% to 30% of women undergoing breast conserving treatment in the UK, with 1.5% to 2.5% of women requiring a third surgical episode to establish clear margins. [11] [12] [13] Local radiotherapy, either as a boost dose to the tumor bed or radiation of the affected area only, has the potential to reduce recurrence rates and spare healthy tissue. 4 Treatment can be preceded by neoadjuvant chemotherapy to decrease the size of a primary tumor allowing more conservative surgery and limiting reoccurrence risk. 14 Careful monitoring of the tumor extent before, during, and following treatment is essential. 15 
Measurement of Maximum Tumor Diameter and Tumor Volume
It has been reported that manual assessment of maximum tumor diameter from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results in better agreement (Pearson's correlation r ¼ 0.92 16 and 0.80 17 ) with histological diameter measurements of the excised tumor than measurements from two-dimensional (2-D) images, including mammograms (r ¼ 0.83 16 and 0.26 17 ) or ultrasound (r ¼ 0.77 16 and 0.57 17 ) , where measurements depend on the orientation of the imaging plane. MRI also enables measurement of tumor volume either manually or automatically, 18 which can help to plan treatment 19 or predict patient outcome, 14 but MRI assessment is not routinely used for reasons of cost, availability, and acquisition time.
volumetric instead of 2-D images. Based on a small number (<25) of low-dose exposures (projections) taken while the x-ray tube moves around the breast in an arc of 15 deg to 50 deg (vendor dependent) , an image volume is reconstructed. The three-dimensional (3-D) image is displayed in a series of 20 to 100 thin slices of mammogram-like appearance. Due to the low radiation dose, the individual projections show lower contrast and higher radiographic noise than a conventional mammogram. However, as a result of the limited angle over which projections are taken, information for 3-D image reconstruction is incomplete, resulting in anisotropic image resolution. 20 Resolution in the plane of the DBT slices is comparable to mammography but is very low in the perpendicular direction. Breast masses appear sharp in the slice in which they are in focus (in-focus slice) [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] but produce blurry, fainter repetitions in adjacent slices [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)] and throughout the image stack [ Fig. 1(e) ]. Masses look stretched out in the vertical direction [ Fig. 1(f) ], and in this direction, the extent of tumors cannot be measured directly for narrow sampling angles. 21 Studies comparing maximum tumor diameter manually measured from DBT slices and mammograms with histology show superior accuracy for DBT (Pearson's correlation with histological measurements r ¼ 0.85 to 0.93) compared to mammography (r ¼ 0.70 to 0.83). 17, 22, 23 However, in a study conducted by Mun et al., 24 a discrepancy of more than 10 mm was found in 19% of 173 breast tumors when comparing maximum tumor diameter measured during a histology assessment with the measurement from DBT images (29% of diameter measurements from mammograms showed more than 10 mm discrepancy).
Automated Mass Segmentation from Digital Breast Tomosynthesis
Whereas automatic 2-D segmentation of masses has been widely investigated for mammography, 5, 25 little has been published on automatically segmenting breast lesions from DBT images. A CADe system for DBT produced fewer false positive prompts if both 2-D projections and the reconstructed 3-D volume were analyzed. 26 Few publications have presented quantitative assessment of the accuracy of mass segmentation from DBT images using only a single representative 2-D slice 27, 28 with the exception of the study by Reiser et al., 29 which maximized the radial gradient index in three dimensions.
Due to the complex 3-D image properties of DBT, it is challenging to extract realistic 3-D mass morphology as confirmed by histological assessment. It is necessary to distinguish between reconstruction artifacts and in-focus mass structure to obtain a 3-D mass segmentation.
Aims
The aim of this study is to segment 3-D morphology of masses from DBT images. Segmented masses are evaluated against expert annotations on in-focus slices and 2-D and 3-D histological measurements.
Methods

Image Acquisition
DBT data from 40 breasts with biopsy-proven malignant soft tissue masses were obtained from the Nightingale Breast Centre and Genesis Prevention Centre at the University Hospital of South Manchester. Each DBT dataset comprised of a cranio-caudal (CC) view and a medio-lateral oblique (MLO) view of the affected breast from a Selenia Dimensions Breast Tomosynthesis System (Hologic Inc., Bedford). Fifteen projection images were acquired over an angle of AE7 deg, and images were reconstructed as image stacks of 47 to 100 slices (median 67), with each slice image containing 2457 × 1890 pixels, using standard vendor-provided reconstruction software (version 1.8.3.4). Image resolution is highly anisotropic, with each pixel representing 140 μm × 140 μm planar to the image detector and 1 mm in vertical direction.
Specimen Handling
Thirty-seven of the 40 masses were surgically excised following imaging. Specimens were marked to indicate original specimen orientation and stored in 10% buffered formalin. After delivery to the pathology department of the hospital, a trained pathologist processed them according to guidelines from the Royal College of Pathologists, 30 and masses were sectioned serially in a parallel fashion into 3-mm-thick slices, where possible, along the largest tumor mass cross section. Histology slices were prepared and sent to a consultant breast histopathologist for reporting.
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Study Dataset
For all DBT views with visible masses, an experienced breast radiologist annotated each mass tumor boundary twice (at least 2 weeks apart) on a slice centrally intersecting the mass. Annotations were drawn with the help of a stylus on a tablet PC, using customized software to automatically save the manual annotations. An approximate indication of mass location and size was selected on the whole DBT slice, and a more accurate annotation of the mass boundary was drawn on a cropped version with a diameter of the mass (as approximately indicated) plus 150 pixels (∼16.8 mm) in each direction. This region of interest size was chosen as it allows accurate annotation, when zoomed to full screen size while sufficient surrounding tissue is included. The radiologist classified each DBT view according to mammographic appearance as spiculated mass (SM), ill-defined mass (IM), circumscribed mass (CM), or architectural distortion (AD). Spiculation is a key feature to determine malignant from benign masses 31 and were included in the annotation, but the long thin wispy spicules were excluded in the analysis. These thin radiating structures are due to fibrosis and AD and can extend over large distances within the breast as seen on mammography. These are not normally included in the measurement for tumor size on mammography and DBT images. 22, 32 Breast density was estimated from the mammograms, which were available for all patients and taken shortly before the acquisition of the DBT images. A visual estimate of percentage mammographic density was marked on a 10-cm visual analog scale marked 0% at one end and 100% at the other. 33 According to the mean breast density from all four mammographic views (both breasts, MLO, and CC), women were grouped into four classes of breast density according to the American College of Radiology Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System fourth edition (BI-RADS classification system): (a) <25%, (b) 26% to 50%, (c) 51% to 75%, and (d) >75%. A consultant breast histopathologist recorded the maximum diameter for each mass measured from the histology slices microscopically. The histological carcinoma subtype was documented as invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC), invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC), and ductal cancer in situ (DCIS).
Generating 3-D Segmentations
A 3-D segmentation was created from two separate Gaussian mixture models with the help of location information (Fig. 2) . After selection of a region of interest, voxels were filtered using a 2-D Gaussian kernel and resulting gray-level intensity used as feature. In addition, gray-level variance was calculated as texture feature for each voxel. Separate probability sets based on both features were built using Gaussian mixture modeling. The sum of the probabilities from the intensity and texture Gaussian mixture model, weighted by the estimated distance from the mass center, constituted the final mass segmentation. All voxels with >50% confidence of being part of the mass structure were selected, and the largest interconnected blob of voxels was considered to represent the breast mass. The segmentation can be initialized using an approximate location supplied by a user (semiautomatic segmentation) or the output of a CADe algorithm. Following this, steps for generating 3-D segmentations of masses from DBT images are described in detail.
Volume of interest
A DBT volume of interest was selected for each mass based on the approximate size and location as identified by the radiologist on the whole image slice (Fig. 3 ). In the imaging plane of the DBT slices, a rectangular region was selected, including the mass and at least 150 pixels (∼16.8 mm) of breast tissue to all sides; in the vertical direction, all voxels of all available DBT slices were included to constitute the volume of interest. Hundred and fifty pixels outside the tumor boundary allowed good visualization of the tumor margins for annotation but also showed sufficient breast tissue surrounding the tumor for fitting the Gaussian mixture model to the varied breast structures. The breast edge was automatically identified during the reconstruction process by the vendor-provided reconstruction software and background voxels set to a zero value. If the volume of interest contained voxels outside the breast volume, these were excluded. In this case, the breast edge was identified on each slice, and a band of 13 pixels (∼1.5 mm) along the breast edge was jointly excluded, to ensure subsequently calculated features are not influenced by the background.
Feature extraction
The gray-level values were filtered slice by slice using a 2-D Gaussian blurring kernel, size 13 × 13 pixels, to derive an intensity feature. A Gaussian filter was chosen, as it cannot only remove radiographic noise from the image but also smoothes inhomogeneous areas within the tumor and the surrounding breast tissue appropriately. In the dataset investigated, linear structures, such as wispy spicules, blood vessels, and curvilinear structures (e.g., fibrous tissue), which were not included in the mass annotation, measured between 5 and 10 pixels (0.7 to 1.4 mm) in diameter on an in-focus slice. The chosen Gaussian filter was slightly larger than this and reduced the impact of irrelevant linear structures without obscuring the mass boundary [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Gray-level variance has previously been used to estimate the focus of an image region in the presence of high noise levels. 35 The gray-level variance σ 2 within a region (filter size m × m) is calculated by comparing each gray value g at location i, j with the mean gray value in the neighborhood (size m × m) E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; s e c 3 . 4 . 2 ; 6 3 ; 5 0 2
For DBT stacks, using texture features indicative of an infocus structure has been used to suppress blurred artifacts in out-of-focus slices. 20 Here, a filter size of 13 × 13 pixels was used, preserving the mass boundary and reducing irrelevant structures, such as out-of focus artifacts [ Fig. 3(b) ].
Generation of Gaussian mixture models
For the intensity-based segmentation, intensity feature values from the whole volume of interest were collated and a Gaussian mixture model 36, 37 (inspired by Refs. 38 and 39) computed. Three Gaussian distributions were fitted to the data, representing (i) the mass, (ii) potential artifacts from the mass and other radiographically dense tissue, and (iii) fat (Fig. 4) . The distributions were found using expectation maximization (100 iterations) 40 after initialization with k-means clustering. 41 The probability of each voxel within the volume of interest being part of the tumor (p int ) was calculated from the mixture model with values between 0 and 1, where 1 is extremely likely to be part of the tumor.
The texture Gaussian mixture model was built in a similar way using the gray-level variance feature. Three Gaussian distributions were found to distinguish between regions with highly pronounced edges, such as the mass margin and spicules, regions where less sharp edges were created by artifacts or fibro-glandular breast structures, and regions that show a homogeneous texture, such as the breast fat. A probability map for each voxel (p tex ) was created in the same fashion as for the intensity values.
To generate the location weighting scheme, the estimated location and diameter of the mass as indicated by the radiologist's approximate selection (on the full DBT slice) were used as initialization (not the accurate annotation) making this a semiautomated method. For a fully automated method, the output from a CAD algorithm could also be utilized for this purpose. A 2-D Gaussian filter with sigma half of the approximated diameter was located at the estimated mass center to provide an approximate location weighting. A more accurate location weighting scheme was generated following the evaluation of a 2-D mass segmentation based on this initialization and information from the intensity and texture Gaussian mixture models (Fig. 5) . The 2-D segmentation was created using the calculated probabilities based on the in-focus slice of the intensity and texture models. After discarding all pixels with <50% likelihood being part of the mass, all 2-D blobs were measured, and the largest blob was used to calculate the initial diameter estimation. This iterative process overcomes potential initialization errors. The final location weighting consisted of a 3-D Gaussian with the diameter from the 2-D segmentation plus 15% to ensure inclusion of the whole mass. 
Weighted combination
Probabilities from intensity and texture Gaussian mixture models (p int and p tex ) were added in a confidence-weighted fashion (using w int and w tex ) and further multiplied by the established location weighting scheme (w loc ). This ensures segmentation of high intensity areas (intensity-based segmentation), which are in focus (texture-based segmentation) and compact (location weighting scheme) (Fig. 5) E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; s e c 3 . 4 . 4 ; 6 3 ; 4 3 7
The intensity-based segmentation found mass voxels with high gray levels confidently. This is the case in the center of the mass and on slices where it is in focus, particularly when masses show a dense center (e.g., masses that show a fibrotic center 42 ). However, as each mass was visible to some extent in slices that were out of focus, the accuracy of the intensity Gaussian mixture model declined with a vertical distance from the center of the mass. The intensity-based segmentation alone produced a mass elongated in the vertical direction, with almost constant cross section over the entire image stack (Fig. 5) . To account for this, weights were assigned to the intensity Gaussian mixture model such that weighting was maximum in a central in-focus slice; weights declined at increasing vertical distances from this, reducing to 5% of the maximum weight at the slices corresponding to the 2-D estimate of mass diameter (Fig. 5) .
In contrast, the texture Gaussian mixture model identified regions of high gray-level variance, such as the boundary of the tumor, where gray levels change abruptly. This texture-based segmentation did not identify blurred artifacts where there is less image texture (Fig. 3) . The mass boundary was usually detected, but the texture-based segmentation often showed a hollow tumor center where the breast mass is potentially fibrotic and relatively homogeneous. Therefore, the weight of this Gaussian mixture model was assigned to be low for the central in-focus slice, increasing with a vertical distance to 95% at the slices corresponding to the initial 2-D estimate of mass diameter (Fig. 5) .
Both weights w int and w tex are contrary to each other, and the Gaussians have the same width with respect to the vertical direction. However, we noted that allowing the weights to add up to one, which is intuitive here, does not produce ideal results for masses, which lack a solid center, such as ADs. Therefore, the weighting of the texture-based Gaussian mixture model remained at least 50% in the center (Fig. 5) . This allows probability values over 1 and theoretically up to 1.5 to occur in the very center of the estimated mass location; those values are cropped and set to 1.
The use of location information assured compactness and was applied to the whole image stack to conclude the confidence-weighting scheme (Fig. 5) .
Thresholding and evaluation of connectivity
To extract the final mass structure, a hard threshold was applied to the confidence-weighted combination of probabilities. All voxels with <50% confidence, represented by a value <0.5, where 0 to 1 is possible, were discarded. The largest connected structure within the volume of interest was deemed to be the mass.
Evaluation of Results
All correlations were calculated using Spearman's correlation coefficients (ρ) to account for the nonnormal distribution of the data; in particular, the histology and pathology ground truth showed skewed distributions. Subgroup data were analyzed by carcinoma type, mammographic appearance, and breast density group using the Kruskal-Wallis test.
Comparison of the two expert annotations
To compare the two expert annotations (A 1 and A 2 ) for each DBT dataset, percentage area overlap (PAO) was computed as the intersection of the area enclosed by the first annotation A 1 and the second annotation A 2 , divided by their union E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; s e c 3 . 5 . 1 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 0 9
For clinical decision-making, such as staging or treatment planning, the maximum mass diameter is used, so correlation and 95% limits of agreement were calculated to compare annotation diameters. 43 
Comparison of the model outline on the central in-focus slice with expert annotations
A probability-weighted PAO (PAO W ) was used to compare the segmentation cross-section area (S) on the annotated slice with the area enclosed by each annotation (A 1 and A 2 ) (Fig. 6 ). Areas where both annotations agree were double weighted compared to areas were annotations disagree E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; s e c 3 . 5 . 2 ; 6 3 ; 7 4 0
The correlation of annotation and model diameter was assessed, and 95% limits of agreement were calculated.
Comparison of annotations and 3-D model with histology
To assess 2-D accuracy, we compared the annotations and our segmentation with the largest mass diameter measured from histology. Measurements from the histology specimen were considered as the ground truth. Therefore, to capture the overall maximum diameter based on the annotations and our segmentation, the maximum diameter as either seen on CC and MLO view was used. To measure the maximum diameter from our segmentation, the diameter of the smallest ellipsoid to enclose the 3-D segmentation was calculated. Correlation and 95% limits of agreement were calculated. Pearson's correlation r was calculated for comparability to previous studies, such as Refs. 16, 17, and 22-24.
Comparison of annotations and 3-D model with pathology
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From the 3-D model, volume can be derived either by counting voxels (V p ) or by calculating the minimum ellipsoid, which encloses the model completely (V e ).
Volume was also derived from the annotations that were drawn on an in-focus slice of the CC and MLO view (V a ), neglecting the 3-D information that DBT provides. The largest measured diameter of the CC and MLO annotations (d CC max and d MLO max ) was used to describe tumor breadth and width; the largest of both minor axis lengths (d minor ) was included to estimate mass volume E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; s e c 3 . 5 . 4 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 3 3
V a , V p , and V e were compared by calculating correlation coefficients and examining 95% limits of agreement.
Results
Mass Characteristics
The histological subtype and mammographic appearance of the masses are summarized in Table 1 . Most masses (73%) were histologically confirmed as IDC, 15% were ILC, or mixed cancers (IDC/ILC), which are known to pose challenges when measuring size. 22, 44 All but two masses, which were close to the pectoralis muscle, were visible in both mammographic views. The majority of breast masses (85%) were described radiologically as speculated, few presented as IMs or ADs, but none were classified as CM. Median mass diameter measured from histology, which is regarded as ground truth 17, [22] [23] [24] was 15 mm and ranged from 5 to 45 mm.
Comparison of the Two Expert Annotations
Representative examples of annotations (A 1 and A 2 ) are shown in Fig. 7 in green and red, respectively. Only two annotation pairs (2.6%) showed less than 50% PAO, and 49 of 78 (63.8%) of annotations showed at least 75% PAO. Median PAO for the 78 pairs of annotations was 77% but varied widely from 91% (Fig. 7, mass F) to 25% (Fig. 7, mass A) .
Median diameter derived from all annotations was 15.9 mm and ranged from 6. 
Comparison of the Segmentation Outline on the Central in-Focus Slice versus Expert Annotations
Representative examples of the cross section of the segmentation on the central in-focus slice (shown in white) in relation to the expert annotations (green and red outline) are shown in Fig. 9 . Only 16 segmentation cross sections (20.5%) showed <50% weighted PAO with the annotations, and 30 of 78 (38.4%) of annotations showed at least 70% PAO. Median weighted PAO was 68% but varied widely from 88% (Fig. 9 , mass F) to 7% (Fig. 9, mass A) .
PAO, as calculated from the annotations (Fig. 7) , did not predict the concordance (PAO W ) of the segmentation (Fig. 9) . One mass (G, Fig. 9 ) gave a particularly poor overlap of the segmentation cross section with the annotations. This was an IM characterized neither by high gray levels nor by texture, and large macrocalcifications were present in the image volume. In other cases, the presence of macrocalcification did not influence the segmentation. The best overlap was achieved for a mass where the pectoralis muscle edge was included in the volume of interest without adverse influence on segmentation quality (H, Fig. 9 ).
The maximum diameter measured from the annotations correlates well with the maximum diameter of the model measured on the same slice for both CC and MLO view (CC: ρ ¼ 0. , color-coded plots show pixels where segmentation and both annotations overlap (dark red), pixels where one annotation and the segmentation overlap (red), pixels covered by the segmentation but outside both annotations (orange), pixels covered by both annotations but outside the segmentation (green), pixels covered by one annotation but not by the segmentation (blue), and pixels outside the mass (dark blue). Discrepancies between annotation or segmentation and histological diameter were not significantly different for any of the evaluated subgroups (carcinoma type, mammographic appearance, and breast density). However, all four masses in women with dense breasts (BI-RADS c and d) were overestimated by >5 mm by both annotations and the segmentation. Only two masses were visible as ADs in both views. Two of the four IMs were underestimated using the annotations (−11.4 and −5.0 mm), but all were sized correctly by the segmentation (þ1.0 and þ0.33 mm).
Comparison of Annotations and 3-D Segmentation with Pathology
Representative examples of 3-D segmentation from the DBT images are shown in Fig. 12 . Correlation of the pathology volume with V a from the annotations, V p , the voxel-based volume from the 3-D segmentation and V e , the ellipsoidal estimate, are similar (all: ρ ¼ 0.55 and p ¼ 0.004 to 005) (Fig. 13) . However, V a tends to overestimate pathology volume, 95% limits of agreement include −23 and þ41 ml; V p underestimates volumes with 95% limits of agreement between −23 and þ8 ml. The most reliable volume estimation is V e with 95% limits of agreement between −16 and þ11 ml (Fig. 14) .
Analysis of Individual Gaussian Mixture Models
The individual Gaussian mixture models are less accurate than the presented combined segmentation, when assessed on the infocus slice. Median weighted PAO of the intensity-based segmentation with the annotations is 57% (1% to 81%), whereas it is 47% (<1% to 73%) for the texture-based segmentation alone (Fig. 15) . Often the intensity-based segmentation misses the mass boundaries where intensity decreases. The texturebased segmentation includes the edges, but in 64% of lesions, some parts of the center of the mass where the tumor is more compact and homogeneous are excluded (Fig. 15 ).
Discussion
A method to extract 3-D breast mass segmentation from DBT images, which allows assessment of mass size and morphology, has been developed. Gaussian mixture models based on intensity and texture were found to segment complementary voxels and, in combination with location information, can generate 3-D segmentation of masses. On a dataset of 40 masses, the segmentation outline on a central, in-focus slice was compared to annotations drawn on two occasions by a consultant breast radiologist. Our method outperformed Peters et al., 27 who employed a hybrid active contour model to segment 10 lesions and achieved 52% mean PAO between masses and annotations; whereas ours showed an average of 62% PAO W (60% and 59% with each annotation separately). Reiser et al. 29 reported that 81% of their datasets showed a PAO of more than 40%, we achieved this for 87% of our datasets.
Comparing mass size from our segmentation to the ground truth diameter provided by histological assessment, 2-D accuracy was not significantly different for the computed model than for manual annotations, but human input was limited to an initial approximate indication of the mass location. The achieved Pearson's correlation of histology with our segmentation and annotations (r ¼ 0.69 and 0.68) lies below that reported previously for DBT (r ¼ 0.83 to 0.86), 17, 22, 23 but with 15% mixed and lobular carcinoma and >15% ill-defined breast masses or ADs, our dataset is challenging.
Three-dimensional segmentations demonstrate the complex, potentially lobulated architecture of breast masses, which could potentially be verified in a follow-up study using imaging modalities with full 3-D capabilities, such as MRI or CT. Here, better agreement was noted comparing the segmentation volume with pathology measurements (95% limits of agreement −16 to 11 ml) than for annotation-based volume estimation (95% limits of agreement −23 to 41 ml).
Mammographic appearance of breast masses is very varied, ranging from dense clearly defined or SMs to subtle ADs. Therefore, supervised model-based segmentation or classification algorithms require large training databases to learn adequate lesion representations. 45, 46 Gaussian mixture modeling does not compare feature values with a learned template but separates pixels based on dissimilarity to the surrounding breast tissue in the same image. Although the presented weighting scheme was able to generate 3-D segmentations reliably, transferability to analyze data from the other DBT systems reconstructed using different algorithms may be limited, and independent data to establish ideal weights in an analytical way were lacking. In our study, we used DBT images acquired using the Hologic DBT system, as this features the narrowest acquisition angle on the market, vertical resolution is very limited, and data are most challenging. 47 In the future, machine learning algorithms, such as deep convolutional networks, could potentially provide more adaptive ways of analyzing 3-D feature values and generating 3-D segmentations. 48, 49 We believe accurate 3-D mass segmentation has the potential to improve automatic disease detection and diagnosis. Knowledge of mass volume and 3-D morphology may improve presurgical disease staging and can provide valuable input for personalized treatment planning and monitoring especially in patients where MRI is contraindicated. 
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